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in the region by 2040
3• Mobility and congestion
• Climate and environment
• Affordability and 
economic disparity
Regional Challenges
4Regional Growth Concept 








trips per day by 2035








Park & Ride spaces






Building a project for everyone
10
Equity and housing affordability
11
Responding to local climate goals
Improving natural areas, 
water quality, and long-
term habitat connections.
Light rail attracts compact 
development – neighborhoods 
where people can make fewer 
trips by car
12
Contributing to the local economy
20,000 jobs
Created by the project
1.3 billion
Leveraged of federal funds
$




✓ Project principles and 
preliminary designs
✓ Public-friendly diagrams 
and sketches




✓ Impacts and mitigations
✓ Engineering drawings
✓ Detailed documentation 






































Narrowed to 2 types:
Bridge and Elevators
24
Outer Portland - Barbur Transit Center
25
Barbur Transit Center - Public Opportunity Site 
Ross Island Bridgehead/Naito Parkway 
Main Street Conceptual Design Project
In coordination with our regional partners TriMet and Metro
Why is PBOT doing this? 
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• To share ideas and 
gather input about a 
regional project that 




• Ross Island 
Bridgehead
• Understand the lasting 
impacts of past regional 




Ross Island Bridgehead Today
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Regional and Local Benefits
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Regional and Local Benefits
• US-26 Ross Island Bridge/I-405 circulation simplified
• I-5 northbound to US-26 eastbound regional circulation removed from 
neighborhood
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Conditions
• Reduce cut-through traffic on residential streets.
• Keep local access and parking for residents.
• Pollution concerns to the neighborhood residents. 
“Want to be assured that the cut through traffic heading north on 
SW Kelly and SW Corbett will end in any bridgehead re-design.” 
Neighborhood Needs
• Improved safety for walking and biking.
• Create a calmer environment for all modes.
•Make it easier to get around the neighborhood without a car. 
“As a cyclist on Naito, I appreciate those improvements.”
“Consider alternatives to street side parking.”
Land Use
• Providing daily use services, grocery stores, housing, etc. 
• Providing low- and medium-income housing, particularly for 
students and seniors.
“Grocery store.”
“Student housing for NUNM and/or campus expansion.”
What we’ve heard from the community
We heard the following concerns and suggestions at the November 
2019 open house. Direct quotes from participants are in blue. 
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The History
• Addresses past harms 




• Decades of previous 
plans and once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity 
to get it right
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Other South Portland Projects
This project fits in with the 
other projects taking place in 
this area:
• Historic district guidelines are 
being updated
• SW Corridor Project’s proposed 
light rail (MAX) line/station on 
Barbur Blvd and connection to 
OHSU
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Ross Island Bridgehead Street Concept Design
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Ross Island Bridgehead Street Concept Design
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Ross Island Bridgehead: 3+ publicly owned acres of 
development opportunities
These properties can provide needed housing and meet other community needs. 
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These properties can provide needed housing and meet other community needs. 
Ross Island Bridgehead: 3+ publicly owned acres of 
development opportunities
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North Naito Parkway Area 




















Naito Parkway Viaduct Area
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Concept
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How will new street connections impact local neighborhoods?
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Any clarifying questions? 
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/80026
Patrick Sweeney, Portland Bureau of Transportation, patrick.sweeney@portlandoregon.gov
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